messages come in to controlone says that a valve is malfunctioning and, if left alone, the whole plant will blow up; the other message says that Joe Blow worked 2 hours overtime last week." If a way of valuing information is not established by its potential users, she warned, "a government committee will do it!"
To make "computer time" real, Hopper passed out pieces of wire 11.38 inches longthese, she said, are "nanoseconds." The wires represent how far light can travel in 1 nanosecond-a billionth of a second. She compared these "nanoseconds" to a 948-foot coil of wire which represented a "microsecond." Next, she said, we'll be dealing with "picoseconds"-one trillionth of a second, and too small to pass out.
Hopper said she is sometimes asked ifthere is a reason to build computers that can calculate in increments faster than nanoseconds. Certainly, she asserts, two problems alone-atmospheric modeling on long-range global scale and managing and distributing the world's finite supply of clean water-make more complex systems essential.
Hopper Nominations should be sent to the Executive Officer, AAAS, no later than 3 October 1986. Each nomination must be accompanied by a curriculum vitae of the proposed candidate.
